In this book, Elizabeth Craik turns her expertise to two of the shortest treatises in the Hippocratic Corpus, providing each with a new edition of their Greek text, and comprehensive discussion, translation and commentary. *On sight* preserves a brief, largely surgical manual on the treatment of various eye conditions, while *On anatomy* offers a concise description of the bodily organs within the human trunk. The second part of the book, dealing with *On anatomy,* having appeared first in *Classical Quarterly* (1998, **48**: 135--67), is reprinted here with only cosmetic changes, but an appendix has been added to take into account the edition and translation of the text by Marie-Paule Duminil which was published in the interim.

To consider the Greek text first, Craik is here a generally conservative editor, and seeks to justify the transmitted text where possible. In the case of *On sight* in particular, its uniform surviving tradition has suffered manifest corruption throughout, but Craik offers a fuller appreciation than previous editors of the stylistic oddities of this tract, and avoids postulating corruption where there may indeed be none. The possibly fragmentary form in which these texts have come down to us offers scant basis for confident reconstructions, and Craik is consistently wary of imposing unsupported interpretations upon the text, providing a welcome corrective to the more invasive approach of some of her predecessors. But when required, intelligent and plausible emendations extract sense from nonsensical and difficult passages, most notably in *On sight* at p. 38.14, p. 40.14-15, p. 42.16, p. 44.3-4, and p. 44.15-17, and in *On anatomy* at p. 126.3. These constitute a significant improvement in places which have baffled previous editors. Craik does not claim to recover the exact terms of the original, but aims to produce appropriate meaning, represented by a plausible Greek text. One suggestion concerns *On sight,* p. 44.15, where, in a generally corrupt passage, Craik punctuates with a full stop after the phrase *oidêmatôn anôdunôn,* while the manuscripts punctuate before it. One way to avoid the resulting tautology (as acknowledged, p. 111) might be to keep the manuscripts' punctuation, and to emend to *oidêmatôn epôdunôn,* deleting the following *kai* while keeping Craik\'s emendations to the sentence subsequently. This would mark a transition to a new condition (i.e. "In the case of painful swellings ...") and make sense of the treatments newly introduced to counteract pain. I noticed only one possible error, at p. 44.2, where in the Greek text a comma is printed after *ôs malista,* but is interpreted in the translation (surely correctly) as coming before.

The introduction to *On sight* (pp. 3--27) and the discussion of *On anatomy* (pp. 155--68) seek especially to place these treatises within the wider context of the Hippocratic Corpus, of later Greek medicine and the history of ophthalmology and anatomy generally. In the case of *On anatomy,* a full survey and discussion of the evidence connecting the tract with the work of Democritus is offered. The thorny issues involved in linking groups of Hippocratic texts based on linguistic and conceptual parallels, or in tracing patterns of influence between ancient scientific texts, are fully acknowledged, and the evidence is treated with caution. Additional speculation on the origins and functions of these works is also found.

These various topics are addressed in more detail in the commentaries, in which particular attention is paid to linguistic analysis in relation to the Corpus, stylistic features, and assessment of these texts using the tools of modern ophthalmology and anatomy. Particularly welcome is the detailed discussion of the procedures of Hippocratic modes of therapy. Citations in Greek and Latin are helpfully translated in the commentary to *On sight,* though not *On anatomy*. The text is accompanied by three useful diagrams illustrating anatomical nomenclature of the eye and head, and the book is completed by two indices, one of passages cited and one general. It is perhaps to be regretted that no index of Greek words is included.

This is an excellent work of scholarship, accessible also to non-specialists, which provides a firm basis for further work on these two lesser known treatises. Its depth of analysis also makes a significant contribution to the study of the Hippocratic Corpus and the wider history of Greek medicine.
